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Maple By Example, Third EditionAcademic Press, 2005
"Overall, I found the book very nice to read and easy to follow. All major aspects of Maple that a novice to intermediate user would come across are covered." 
- Laurent Bernard, Maplesoft, Inc.

"The book is eminently readable with a good narrative style and a good blend of didactic exposition followed by the relevant...
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Artificial Intelligence in Second Language Learning: Raising Error AwarenessMultilingual Matters Limited, 2005
This volume argues that adults can learn English as a second language if their typical errors are corrected systematically and in line with their preferred style of learning. The remedy designed for this purpose relies on artificial intelligence. The book describes original research which demonstrates the success of this approach.     

...
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What Can You Do with a Major in Biology: Real people. Real jobs. Real rewardsCliffs Notes, 2005
Your guide to glide from campus to career
This book helps you get from the lab to life! Whether you're considering majoring in biology, choosing a college or classes, or already have your degree and your lab coat, this is your definitive guide to diverse career opportunities, some of which you probably haven't considered. It goes beyond the...
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Kundalini YogaDivine Life Society, 2005
Kundalini is the coiled up,dormant,cosmic power that underlies all organic and inorganic matter within us and any thesis that deals with it can avoid becoming too abstract,only with great difficulty.But within the pages of the book,the theory that undelies this cosmic power has been analysed to it's thinnest filaments,and practical methods have...
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Software Engineering For Students: A Programming ApproachLongman Publishing Group, 2005

	Software Engineering for Students presents a range of current techniques and tools for people who have experienced the pleasures of writing programs and who want to see how things change in the scale up to large programs and software systems. The students' familiarity with programming gives them relevant background and the confidence to...
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Bring Me Home! Cats Make Great PetsHowell Book House, 2005

	The book to bring home before you bring home a kitten or a cat!

	

	At last--a practical, hands-on guide to help you determine if your family is ready for a kitten or a cat. Cats are usually fairly selfsufficient and wonderfully entertaining, but they do require some attention and care. With loads of information and a fun,...
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Application of Apoptosis to Cancer TreatmentSpringer, 2005

	Novel drugs are being developed which interact with the programmed cell death (apoptotic) machinery in cancer cells, thereby causing these cells to commit suicide and to be removed from the body. Research is also directed to investigate why the cancer cells sometimes lose the ability to undergo apoptosis after a certain period of time and...
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Prions: Food and Drug SafetySpringer, 2005

	Prion diseases recently have attracted interest not only scientifically but also socially because of the bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE) epidemic and the outbreak of variant Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (vCJD) in the United Kingdom. In 2004, the International Symposium of Prion Diseases for Food and Drug Safety was held October...
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Cystic Fibrosis in the 21st Century (Progress in Respiratory Research, Vol. 34)Karger, 2005

	Cystic fibrosis used to be thought of as a respiratory and digestive disease, with a uniformly and rapidly fatal outcome. The spectrum of the disease has broadened into the mild atypical case, presenting in middle age, with the potential for complications in virtually every system of the body. In the past few years there has been an explosion...
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SUSE LINUX Enterprise Server 9 Administrator's HandbookNovell Press, 2005
As a system administrator, you are justly concerned about the  security of your infrastructure. SUSE Linux Enterprise Server (SLES 9) can lead  the way to infrastructure security and SUSE Linux  Enterprise Server Administrator's Handbook is the authoritative source  for information on this secure...
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Advanced Perl ProgrammingO'Reilly, 2005
With a worldwide community of users and more than a million dedicated programmers, Perl has proven to be the most effective language for the latest trends in computing and business. 
 			
 Every programmer must keep up with the latest tools and techniques. This updated version of Advanced Perl...
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Sams Teach Yourself SAP in 24 Hours (2nd Edition)Sams Publishing, 2005
Sams Teach Yourself SAP in 24 Hours, Second Edition is the perfect tool for learning one of the most sophisticated enterprise solutions available today. Designed to being with the basics, you will become acquainted with the entire SAP system, from navigation to creating your own reports. You'll...
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